Content
Intelligence for
Marketing &
PR experts
Advanced AI technology for
digital communications
About Us
Ubermetrics is the leading Content
Intelligence platform for Marketing & PR
experts.
Ubermetrics’
AI-powered
technology transforms public content
into meaningful insights to establish
effective data-driven business objectives
as well as content-driven communication
strategies and tactics.
With Ubermetrics, digital communicators

can discover and optimise content to
maximise communication effectiveness
and ROI.

identify relevant topics, trends, influencers, channels and successful content
truly resonating with stakeholder groups.

The Ubermetrics Content Intelligence
platform processes over 50,000 content
pieces per minute from over 400 million
sources using advanced Artificial
Intelligence. This analytical power
enables digital communication experts to

Ubermetrics operates out of offices in
Berlin, Germany and San Francisco,
USA. Ubermetrics works with customers
like BMW, Word Health Summit, Fink &
Fuchs and RCI Banque across three
continents and in more than 15 countries.

Monitor, research and analyse entire
industries
Ubermetrics' powerful monitoring technology enables you to
build content databases covering entire topical universes and
industries across media types and geographies: track and
analyse competitors and their content, identify and research
trends, emerging influencers and target groups.

Advanced Analytics and Influencer
Identification
Measure, understand and optimise the impact of your content and
campaigns with our AI - powered technologies: Virality, Sentiment,
Author analysis, Named Entity Recognition (NER), Influencer
Identification and many more across all media types and channels.
Produce content that truly resonates with your target audience.

Content Intelligence to power your
Content Marketing
Our Content Intelligence platform supports the entire Content
Marketing workflow - from ideation & research, curation,
monitoring, analysis to measuring performance.

Build AI capabilities with the only
bi-directional API on offer
Our industry-leading API enables the integration, storage and
analysis of external and internal data. This data serves as the
backbone to build your data infrastructure, Business Intelligence
and train your Content AI.
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Facts & Figures

Contact

Comраnу Nаme: Ubermetrics Technologies GmbH
Headquarters: Berlin
Yeаr of Foundation: 2011
Customers: More than 300 including Truffls,
World Health Summit, Deutsche Post DHL,
Randstad, Activision Blizzard
Team: 50+ employees
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